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Abstract—A single unicast index coding problem (SUICP)
is called symmetric neighboring and consecutive (SNC) side-
information problem if it has K messages and K receivers,
the kth receiver Rk wanting the kth message xk and having
the side-information D messages immediately after xk and U
(D ≥ U ) messages immediately before xk. Maleki, Cadambe and
Jafar obtained the capacity of this SUICP(SNC) and proposed
(U + 1)-dimensional optimal length vector linear index codes
by using Vandermonde matrices. However, for a b-dimensional
vector linear index code, the transmitter needs to wait for b
realizations of each message and hence the latency introduced at
the transmitter is proportional to b. For any given single unicast
index coding problem (SUICP) with the side-information graph
G, MAIS(G) is used to give a lowerbound on the broadcast rate
of the ICP. In this paper, we derive MAIS(G) of SUICP(SNC)
with side-information graph G. We construct scalar linear index
codes for SUICP(SNC) with length
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
. We derive
the minrank(G) of SUICP(SNC) with side-information graph G
and show that the constructed scalar linear index codes are
of optimal length for SUICP(SNC) with some combinations of
K,D and U . For SUICP(SNC) with arbitrary K,D and U , we
show that the length of constructed scalar linear index codes
are atmost two index code symbols per message symbol more
than the broadcast rate. The given results for SUICP(SNC)
are of practical importance due to its relation with topological
interference management problem in wireless communication
networks.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
An index coding problem (ICP), comprises a transmitter
that has a set of K messages {x0, x1, . . . , xK−1}, and a set
of m receivers {R0, R1, . . . , Rm−1}. Each receiver, Rk =
(Kk,Wk), knows a subset of messages, Kk ⊂ X , called
its side-information, and demands to know another subset of
messages, Wk ⊆ K
c
k, called its Want-set. The transmitter
can take cognizance of the side-information of the receivers
and broadcast coded messages, called the index code, over a
noiseless channel. The objective is to minimize the number of
coded transmissions, called the length of the index code, such
that each receiver can decode its demanded message using its
side-information and the coded messages.
Index coding problem with side-information is motivated by
wireless broadcasting applications. In applications like video-
on-demand, during the first transmission by the transmitter,
each receiver may miss a part of data. The transmitter wants
to transmit the missing packets to each receiver by taking the
cognizance of the already received packets (side-information)
at the receivers.
The problem of index coding with side-information was
introduced by Birk and Kol [1]. An index coding problem
is called unicast [2] if the demand sets of the receivers are
disjoint. An index coding problem is called single unicast if
the demand sets of the receivers are disjoint and the size of
each demand set is one. Any unicast index problem can be
equivalently reduced to a single unicast index coding prob-
lem (SUICP) [3]. In a single unicast index coding problem,
the number of messages equal to the number of receivers.
Any SUICP with K messages {x0, x1, . . . , xK−1} can be
expressed as a side-information graph G with K vertices
{x0, x1, . . . , xK−1}. In G, there exists an edge from xi to
xj if the receiver wanting xi knows xj .
A scalar linear index code of lengthN (< K) is represented
by a matrix L (∈ FK×Nq ), where the jth column contains the
coefficients of the jth coded transmission and the kth row Lk
(∈ F1×Nq ) contains the coefficients used for mixing message
xk in the N transmissions. The broadcast vector is
c = xL =
K−1∑
k=0
xkLk.
The broadcast rate [4] of an index coding problem is the
minimum (minimization over all mapping including nonlinear
and all dimensions) number of index code symbols required
to transmit such that every receiver can decode its wanted
message by using the broadcasted index code symbols and its
side-information. The capacity of an index coding problem is
the reciprocal of the braodcast rate.
Maleki, Cadambe and Jafar [5] found the capacity of
SUICP(SNC) with K messages andK receivers, each receiver
has a total of U + D < K side-information, corresponding
to the U messages before and D messages after its wanted
message. In this setting, the kth receiver Rk demands the
message xk having the side-information
Kk = {xk−U , . . . , xk−2, xk−1} ∪ {xk+1, xk+2, . . . , xk+D}.
(1)
Let G be the side-information graph of this setting. The
capacity of this index coding problem setting is:
C(G) =
{
1 if U +D = K − 1
U+1
K−D+U if U +D ≤ K − 2.
(2)
where U,D ∈ Z, 0 ≤ U ≤ D. That is, the broadcast rate of
this index coding problem is
β(G) =
K −D + U
U + 1
. (3)
Maleki et.al. proved that the capacity (2) is achievable by
(U + 1)-dimensional vector linear index codes by using Van-
dermonde matrices over higher field sizes. In SUICP(SNC), if
U = 0, we refer it as one-sided side-information SUICP(SNC).
In the one-sided side-information case, i.e., the cases where U
is zero, the kth receiver Rk demands the message xk having
the side-information,
Kk = {xk+1, xk+2, . . . , xk+D}, (4)
for which (2) reduces to
C =
{
1 if D = K − 1
1
K−D
if D ≤ K − 2
(5)
symbols per message.
Jafar [6] established the relation between index coding
problem and topological interference management problem.
The SUICP(SNC) is motivated by topological interference
management problem. Consider a cellular network where
a user can receive and decode the signal transmitted by
neighboring base stations. From an interference alignment
prospective, this type of problem can be modelled as the
SUICP(SNC).
Consider a single unicast index coding problem with K
messages and side information graph G. Let
ek = (0 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
1 0 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
K−k
) ∈ FKq .
The support of a vector u ∈ FKq is defined to be the set
supp(u) =
{
k ∈ [0 : K − 1] : uk 6= 0
}
. Let E ⊆ [0 :
K − 1]. We denote u⊳E whenever supp(u) ⊆ E. Then, the
minrankq(G) over Fq is defined [11] as min{rankFq({vk +
ek}k∈[0:K−1] : vk ∈ F
K
q ,vk ⊳ Kk}. For the side-information
graph G, we define minrank(G) is the minimum value of
of minrankq(G) over all fields Fq . In [11], it was shown
that for any given index coding problem, the length of an
optimal scalar linear index code over a field Fq is equal to the
minrankq(G) of its side-information graph. However, finding
the minrank for any arbitrary side-information graph is NP-
hard [11].
For a graph G, the order of an induced acyclic sub-graph
formed by removing the minimum number of vertices in G, is
called MAIS(G). In [3], it was shown that MAIS(G) lower
bounds the broadcast rate. That is, β(G) ≥MAIS(G).
A. Review of AIR matrices
In [7], for any arbitrary positive integers m and n, we
constructed binary matrices of size m× n(m ≥ n) such that
any n adjacent rows of the matrix are linearly independent
over every field. We refer these matrices as AIR matrices.
The matrix obtained by Algorithm 1 is called the (m,n)
AIR matrix and it is denoted by Lm×n. The general form
of the (m,n) AIR matrix is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to construct the AIR matrix L of size
m× n
Let L = m× n blank unfilled matrix.
Step 1
1.1: Let m = qn+ r for r < n.
1.2: Use Iqn×n to fill the first qn rows of the unfilled part
of L.
1.3: If r = 0, Go to Step 3.
Step 2
2.1: Let n = q′r + r′ for r′ < r.
2.2: Use ITq′r×r to fill the first q
′r columns of the unfilled
part of L.
2.3: If r′ = 0, go to Step 3.
2.4: m← r and n← r′.
2.5: Go to Step 1.
Step 3 Exit.
several submatrices of different sizes as shown in Fig.1. The
description of the submatrices are as follows: Let c and d be
two positive integers and d divides c. The following matrix
denoted by Ic×d is a rectangular matrix.
Ic×d =


Id
Id
...
Id




c
d
number of Id matrices (6)
and Id×c is the transpose of Ic×d.
Towards explaining the other quantities shown in the AIR
matrix shown in Fig. 1, for a given m and n, let λ−1 =
n, λ0 = m− n and
n = β0λ0 + λ1,
λ0 = β1λ1 + λ2,
λ1 = β2λ2 + λ3,
λ2 = β3λ3 + λ4,
...
λi = βi+1λi+1 + λi+2,
...
λl−1 = βlλl. (7)
where λl+1 = 0 for some integer l, λi, βi are positive integers
and λi < λi−1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
In [8], we constructed optimal length vector linear in-
dex codes for SUICP(SNC) by using AIR matrices. In [9],
we constructed optimal length scalar linear index codes for
SUICP(SNC) for a special case when U + 1 divide both K
and D − U . In [10], we gave a low-complexity decoding for
SUICP(SNC) with AIR matrix as encoding matrix. By using
the low complexity decoding method, every receiver is able
to decode its wanted message symbol by simply adding some
index code symbols (broadcast symbols).
In
n
n
λ1n− λ1
m− n
m
I
T
β0λ0×λ0
Iβ1λ1×λ1 λ0 − λ2
λ2
S
λ2
λ0 − λ2
λ3λ1 − λ3
I
T
β2λ2×λ2
S = Iλl×βlλl if l is even and S = Iβlλl×λl otherwise.
Fig. 1: AIR matrix of size m× n.
B. Contributions
In a b-dimension vector index coding, the transmitter has to
wait for b-realizations of a given message symbol to perform
the index coding. In scalar index codes, the transmitter encodes
each realization of the message symbols separately. In a delay
critical environment like real time video streaming, it may
not be desirable to wait for b-realizations of a given message
symbol, hence, scalar index coding is desirable.
• We show that MAIS(G) of side-information graph G of
SUICP(SNC) is
⌊
K−D+U
U+1
⌋
.
• By using AIR matrices, we construct scalar linear index
codes for SUICP(SNC) with length
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
.
• We show that the minrank of SUICP(SNC) side-
information graph is
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
and hence the
constructed scalar linear index codes are of optimal length
for some combinations of K,D and U .
• We give encoding matrices for the scalar linear index
codes with length
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
by using AIR ma-
trices.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive
MAIS for SUICP(SNC) side-information graphs. In Section
III, we give a construction of scalar linear index codes for
SUICP(SNC) and we prove that the constructed codes are
of optimal length for certain instances of K,D and U . We
summarize the paper in Section IV.
II. MAXIMUM ACYCLIC INDUCED SUBGRAPH BOUND FOR
SUICP(SNC) SIDE-INFORMATION GRAPHS
In this section, we derive the MAIS for the side-information
graphG of SUICP(SNC). The MAIS in Theorem 1 is useful to
quantify the gap between the length of the constructed index
codes in this paper and MAIS, which is a lowerbound on the
braoadcast rate.
Theorem 1. Consider the side-information graph G of
SUICP(SNC) with K messages, D side-information after and
U side-information before the desired message. Then
MAIS(G) =
⌊
K −D + U
U + 1
⌋
. (8)
Proof. Let t =
⌊
K−D+U
U+1
⌋
. Consider the induced subgraph of
the t vertices
A = {x0, x(U+1), x2(U+1), . . . , x(t−1)(U+1)}.
in G. Let this induced graph be G1.
In G1, there exists no edge from xj(U+1) to x0 follows from
the fact that j(U + 1) +D < K for every j ∈ [1 : t − 1] as
shown in (9).
j(U + 1) +D ≤ (t− 1)(U + 1) +D
=
(⌊
K −D + U
U + 1
⌋
− 1
)
(U + 1) +D
=
⌊
K −D + U
U + 1
⌋
(U + 1)− (U + 1) +D
=
(
K −D + U
U + 1
−
(K −D + U)mod(U + 1)
U + 1
)
(U + 1)
− (U + 1) +D
= (K −D + U)− (K −D + U)mod(U + 1)− (U + 1) +D
= K − 1− (K −D + U) mod (U + 1) < K. (9)
In G1, there exists no edges from xi(U+1) to xj(U+1) if
i > j for every i ∈ [0 : t − 1] follows from the fact that
every receiver in SUICP(SNC) knows only U messages before
its wanted message. Hence, G1 forms an acyclic induced
subgraph of G and
MAIS(G) ≥ t. (10)
But, we have
t+ 1 =
⌊
K −D + U
U + 1
⌋
+ 1
>
K −D + U
U + 1
= β(G) ≥MAIS(G). (11)
Hence, from (9) and (10), we have MAIS(G) = t. This
completes the proof. 
Example 1. Consider SUICP(SNC) with K = 17, D = 6, U =
2. For this SUICP(SNC), from (3), β(G) = 133 = 4.25. From
Theorem 1, MAIS(G) for this index coding problem is 4
and the subgraph induced by {x0, x3, x6, x9} forms a acyclic
induced subgraph.
Example 2. Consider SUICP(SNC) with K = 16, D = 3, U =
2. For this SUICP(SNC), from (3), β(G) = 153 = 5. From
Theorem 1, MAIS(G) for this index coding problem is 5 and
the subgraph induced by {x0, x3, x6, x9, x12} forms a acyclic
induced subgraph.
III. OPTIMAL SCALAR LINEAR INDEX CODES FOR
SUICP(SNC)
In Theorem 3, we construct scalar linear index codes for
SUICP(SNC) by using AIR matrices.
Theorem 2. Consider the SUICP(SNC) with K messages,
D side-information after and U side-information before the
desired message. For this SUICP(SNC), there exists a scalar
linear index code with length
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
and the scalar
linear index code can be constructed by using AIR matrix.
Proof. Let K1 =
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
and D1 =
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
.
Let
yk =
U∑
i=0
x(U+1)(k−1)+i for k ∈ [0 : K1 − 2] and
yK1−1 =
K mod (U+1)−1∑
i=0
x(U+1)(K1−2)+i. (12)
That is, in (12), we convert K message symbols into K1
extended message symbols yk for every k ∈ [0 : K1 − 1]. Let
L be an AIR matrix of size K1× (K1 −D1). In L, every set
of K1 −D1 rows are linearly independent. Let
[c0 c1 . . . cK1−D1−1] = yL =
K1−1∑
k=0
ykLk. (13)
We show that every receiver Rk decodes its wanted message
symbol xk for k ∈ [0 : K − 1]. Let j =
⌈
k
D+1
⌉
for
every k ∈ [0 : K − 1]. We have D1(U + 1) ≤ D and
hence, Rk for k ∈ [0 : K1 − 1] knows every other message
symbol present in yj+1, yj+2, . . . , yj+D1 . From (13), Rk can
decode yj after converting (13) into a system of K1 − D1
equations with K1−D1 unknowns by removing the D1 known
extended message symbols yj+1, yj+2, . . . , yj+D1 . Rk knows
every other message symbol in yj except xk. Hence, Rk can
decode xk from (13) for every k ∈ [0 : K − 1]. The length of
the index code isK1−D1 =
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
. This completes
the proof. 
Example 3. Consider SUICP(SNC) withK = 20, D = 9, U =
2. For this SUICP(SNC), from (3), β(G) = 133 = 4.25. For
this SUICP(SNC), we have
⌈
K
U + 1
⌉
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K1
−
⌊
D − U
U + 1
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D1
=
⌈
20
3
⌉
−
⌊
7
3
⌋
= 7−2 = 5. We combine 20 messages xk for k ∈ [0 : 19]
into K1 = 7 extended messages yj for j ∈ [0 : 6] as shown
below.
y0 = x0 + x1 + x2 y1 = x3 + x4 + x5
y2 = x6 + x7 + x8 y3 = x9 + x10 + x11
y4 = x12 + x13 + x14 y5 = x15 + x16 + x17
y6 = x18 + x19.
We use AIR matrix of size K1 × (K1 − D1) = 7 × 5 as
an encoding matrix to encode extended messages. The AIR
matrix of size 7× 5 is given below.
L7×5 =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1


The index code for the given SUICP(SNC) is given by
C = [c0 c1 c2 c3 c4] = [y0 y1 . . . y6]L
= {x0 + x1 + x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
y0
+ x15 + x16 + x17︸ ︷︷ ︸
y5
,
x3 + x4 + x5︸ ︷︷ ︸
y1
+ x18 + x19︸ ︷︷ ︸
y6
,
x6 + x7 + x8︸ ︷︷ ︸
y2
+ x15 + x16 + x17︸ ︷︷ ︸
y5
,
x9 + x10 + x11︸ ︷︷ ︸
y3
+ x18 + x19︸ ︷︷ ︸
y6
,
x12 + x13 + x14︸ ︷︷ ︸
y4
+ x15 + x16 + x17︸ ︷︷ ︸
y5
+ x18 + x19︸ ︷︷ ︸
y6
}.
The scalar linear code C can be used to decode the message
xk at Rk for every k ∈ [0 : 19] as given in Table I.
For example, receivers R0, R1 and R2 decode their wanted
messages x0, x1 and x2 respectively by adding c0 and c2
as shown in the first row of the Table I. Similarly, receivers
R6, R7 and R8 decode their wanted messages x6, x7 and x8
respectively by adding c2, c3 and c4 as shown in the third row
of the Table I.
Note 1. The length of the constructed code in Example 3 is
equal to ⌈β(G)⌉ =
⌈
13
3
⌉
= 5. In Theorem 3, we prove that the
minrank of SUICP(SNC) given in Example 3 is 5 and hence
the constructed scalar linear index code is of optimal length.
xk Index code symbols used to decode xk
x0, x1, x2 c0, c2
x3, x4, x5 c1, c3
x6, x7, x8 c2, c3, c4
x9, x10, x11 c3, c4
x12, x13, x14 c4
x15, x16, x17 c0
x18, x19 c1
TABLE I: Decoding for the messages given in Example 3
Theorem 3. Consider SUICP(SNC) with K messages, D side-
information after and U side-information before the desired
message and side-information graph G. If β(G) is a rational
number and
(D − U) mod (U + 1) + (K −D + U) mod (U + 1)
≤ K mod (U + 1), (14)
then
minrank(G) =
⌈
K
U + 1
⌉
−
⌊
D − U
U + 1
⌋
= ⌈β(G)⌉
and the constructed scalar linear index codes in Theorem 2
are of optimal length.
Proof. Let γ =
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
. First we prove that if β(G)
is a rational number and K,D and U satisfy the condition
given in (14), then
γ = ⌈β(G)⌉ .
If K mod (U+1) is zero, the condition in (14) gets satisfied
only when both (D − U) mod (U + 1) and (K − D +
U) mod (U + 1) are zeros. We assumed β(G) is a rational
number, that is (K −D + U) mod (U + 1) is non zero and
hence (14) is only satisfied if K mod (U +1) is non zero. We
have
γ =
⌈
K
U + 1
⌉
−
⌊
D − U
U + 1
⌋
=
K
U + 1
+
(U + 1)−K mod (U + 1)
U + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
follows from the fact K mod (U+1) is nonzero
+
D − U
U + 1
+
(D − U) mod (U + 1)
U + 1
=
K −D + U
U + 1
+ 1 +
(D − U)mod(U + 1)−Kmod(U + 1)
U + 1
≤
K −D + U
U + 1
+ 1−
(K −D + U) mod (U + 1)
U + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
follows from (14)
=
K −D + U
U + 1
+
(U + 1)− (K −D + U) mod (U + 1)
U + 1
=
⌈
K −D + U
U + 1
⌉
= ⌈β(G)⌉ (15)
Notice that γ is an integer and we constructed scalar linear
index code for SUICP(SNC) with length γ in Theorem 2.
Hence, we have
γ ≥ β(G) > ⌈β(G)⌉ − 1. (16)
From (15) and (16), we have
γ = ⌈β(G)⌉ . (17)
Note that minrank can not be less than β(G) and hence
from (16) and the code construction given in Theorem (2)
with length γ, we have
minrank(G) = γ = ⌈β(G)⌉ . (18)
For the SUICP(SNC) with K,D,U satisfying the condition
(14), in Theorem 2, we constructed scalar linear index codes
with length γ and from (17) and (18), the constructed codes
are optimal in length. 
In Theorem 4, we show that the length of constructed scalar
linear index codes in Theorem 2 are atmost two index code
symbols per message symbol more than the broadcast rate.
Theorem 4. Consider SUICP(SNC) with K messages, D side-
information after and U side-information before the desired
message and side-information graph G. Then⌈
K
U + 1
⌉
−
⌊
D − U
U + 1
⌋
< β(G) + 2, (19)
that is the constructed scalar linear index codes in Theorem 2
are atmost two index code symbols per message symbol away
from the broadcast rate.
Proof. We have
β(G) + 2 =
K −D + U
U + 1
+ 2
=
K
U + 1
+ 1−
D − U
U + 1
+ 1
>
⌈
K
D + 1
⌉
−
⌊
D − U
U + 1
⌋
.
This completes the proof. 
The result of Theorem 4 is illustrated using Example 4 given
below.
Example 4. Consider the set of SUICP(SNC) with K =
827, D = 23 and U ∈ [1 : 10]. For these index coding
problems, the broadcast rate and the rate achieved by scalar
linear index codes given in Theorem 2 are given in Table II.
In Lemma 1, we construct encoding matrices for the index
code constructed in Theorem 2.
Lemma 1. Consider SUICP(SNC) with K messages, D side-
information after and U side-information before the desired
message. For this SUICP(SNC), an encoding matrix L is given
by
K D U Broadcast rate Rate achieved by scalar linear
β = K−D+U
U+1
index codes given in Theorem 2
827 23 1 402.5 403
827 23 2 268.6 269
827 23 3 201.7 202
827 23 4 161.6 163
827 23 5 134.8 135
827 23 6 115.7 117
827 23 7 101.3 102
827 23 8 90.2 91
827 23 9 81.3 82
827 23 10 74.0 75
TABLE II
L
(2s) =


L0
L1
...
LK1−1

 ,
where K1 =
⌈
K
U + 1
⌉
, Lk =


Lk
Lk
...
Lk




(U + 1) rows for
k ∈ [0 : K1−2] and LK1−1 =


Lk
Lk
...
Lk




K mod (U+1) rows
and Lk is the kth row of AIR matrix L of size K1×(K1−D1)
for k ∈ [0 : K1 − 1].
Proof. We have [x0 x1 . . . xK−1]L
(2s)
=[x0 x1 . . . xU ]L0 + [xU+1 xU+2 . . . x2U+1]L1
+ . . .+ [x(K1−2)(U+1) . . . x(K1−2)(U+1)+U ]LK1−2
+ . . .+ [x(K1−1)(U+1) . . . xK−3 xK−2 xK−1]LK1−1
=L0(
U∑
i=0
xi) + L1(
U∑
i=0
x(U+1)+i) + . . .
+ LK1−2(
U∑
i=0
x(U+1)(K1−2)+i)
+ LK1−1(
K mod (U+1)∑
i=0
x(U+1)(K1−2)+i).
= L0y0 + L1y1 + . . .+ LK1−1yK1−1 = yL, (20)
and it is the index code given in (13) of Theorem 2. This
completes the proof. 
Birk and Kol defined [1] the partial clique and gave an index
coding scheme for a given SUICP based on the partial cliques
of the side-information graph. A directed graph G with K
vertices is a κ(G)-partial clique iff outdeg(xj) ≥ (K−1−κ),
∀ xj ∈ V (G), and there exists a xk ∈ V (G) such that
outdeg(xk) = (K−1−κ). For an index coding problem whose
side information graph is a κ(G)-partial clique, maximum
distance separable (MDS) code of length K and dimension
κ + 1, over a finite field Fq for q ≥ K , can be used as an
index code. The side-information graph G of SUICP(SNC) is
a (K −D − U − 1)−partial clique and MDS code of length
K and dimension K −D − U can be used as index code.
We proved that the minrank of SUICP(SNC) for specific
combinations of K,U and D is
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
. We conjec-
ture that for SUICP(SNC) with arbitraryK,D and U , minrank
is minimum of
⌈
K
U+1
⌉
−
⌊
D−U
U+1
⌋
and K −D − U .
IV. DISCUSSION
We constructed scalar linear index codes for SUICP(SNC)
with arbitrary K,D and U that can achieve a rate within two
index code symbols per message symbol from the optimal rate
achieved by vector linear index codes. The constructed codes
are useful in delay critical environment like real time video
streaming in topological interference management problems.
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